
BUILDING THE NEW EUROPEAN ORDER ESSAY

German brawn and Italian brains will build the New Europe, augured one (Italian) author in the wake of Nazi Germany's
military victory over.

It was not until the Nice Summit that the European Union first established a written charter, the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights, explicitly stating and guaranteeing human rights in the European Union. France would
guarantee its own safety by keeping West Germany as an agrarian state. This is, in fact, the fourth and the only
really plausible option: the creation of a complete political union in which the common debt and the common
foreign policy are the responsibilities of a common parliamentary representation. Henceforth, European
integration excluded defence and was confined to economic, cultural and political matters, exemplified by the
Treaty of Rome of , which established the European Economic Community, the forerunner of the EU. Stalin
was not interested. WRITING about world order, Henry Kissinger, a former American secretary of state,
observes that a geopolitical system must balance power and possess legitimacy if it is to be stable. For France,
it was the humiliation of defeat and occupation; for Britain, relative political and economic decline; for Spain,
a fascist dictatorship; for Poland, a communist one. In keeping with its surroundings, its physical instantiation
was sumptuous and symbolic. The case for Europe today is very different from that of a half-century ago. In
the frantic politics of the post-war world other Europes were possible. For many years such silliness did not
matter. France and Sweden were guarantor powers from the Peace of Westphalia in , with the right to
intervene in German affairs to keep the peace or to prevent foreign interference, and in the 18th century Russia
was also formally awarded that privilege. Nobody forced these previously sovereign states into the common
currency, at the barrel of a gun or in any other way. Why be passionate about something that already exists? It
will also have to mobilise the collective energies of Europe, including those of Germany, to deal with the
enormous challenges posed by the growth of Russian power, and to compensate for the relative decline of the
United States. What Monnet does not say is that, because the negotiations had been so frantic, the sheet of
paper the ministers actually signed had been left blank. They will not go away. In the early s, the French
foreign minister, Michel Jobert, asked Edouard Balladur, later to be finance minister and prime minister, what
the term European Union actually meant. If France rebels, muddling through will fail. The British, who knew
that currency union meant the end of national sovereignty, and feared that greater European integration would
strengthen rather than contain Germany, stayed out of the euro. In a letter written by Rudolf Hess to Walter
Hewel in , Hess paraphrases Hitler's vision: " World peace is certainly an ideal worth striving for; in Hitler's
opinion it will be realizable only when one power , the racially best one, has attained complete and
uncontested supremacy. And of course, there were some more fundamental differences: the British
government of Castlereagh's day was elected by a narrow, all-male franchise determined by property
ownership, and King George III, in his saner moments, was no mere constitutional figurehead but a power in
his own right. Then came the 39ers like Geremek, indelibly shaped by traumas of war, gulag, occupation and
Holocaust. For most officials in Brussels are quite remote, quite technocratic and quite liberal. Here is the
cunning of history: the seeds of triumph are sown in the moment of greatest disaster, in , but the seeds of crisis
are sown in the moment of triumph, in  This was, in effect, a European government-in-waiting with the
potential to develop into a full parliamentary union on Anglo-American lines, but it was stillborn thanks to the
opposition of the French parliament. Art Life Politics: Italia  We stop the endless German movement to the
south and west, and turn our gaze toward the land in the east. Whether Britain stays or goes, the union will
have to grapple with migration and the euro, which are even more complex. There is now a realistic, even
conservative with a small c argument for maintaining what has already been built â€” which, of course,
necessarily also means reforming it. But a parliament does not produce a people. In his memoirs Jean Monnet,
its progenitor, describes a document printed in France on Dutch paper with German ink, gathered in a binding
from Belgium and Luxembourg and decorated with a bookmark woven from Italian silk. This has totally gone.
The likes of Ansaldo are the spice in this study of the efforts of Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany to create a
new cultural order in Europe. Fondazione Prada, Milan. It was the eurozone crisis â€” which at its height made
one in every two young Spaniards unemployed â€” that reduced him to this. Unemployment will continue to
feed populism and frustration with the elites. He realized that this extremely ambitious goal could never be
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achieved without an enormous amount of fighting. The fretful union of today, dominated by governments that
scrap and bicker and backslide, is not an aberration. But what sort of union does it want?


